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Thisarticlepresentsa solutionalgorithmforthe capitalgrowthmodel.The algorithmuses valuefunctioniterationson a discretestate space. The quadraturemethodis used to set the gridfor
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1.

ruleclosely, it still mightappearto do poorlyon criteria
that test for statisticalviolationsof orthogonalityconditions implied by the Euler equation. The reason is
that a value-functionapproachdoes not explicitlyimpose the Euler equation on the discretemodel. Thus,
for a fixed discretization,tests of orthogonalityconditions will be rejected with probabilitytending to 1 as
the length of a simulatedrealizationincreases.Though
value-function iterations are used here, quadrature
methodsare sufficientlyflexiblethat discretizedmodels
can also be solved by a Euler-equationapproach.In
model,
my earlierworkwith Lucas'ssimpleasset-pricing
the Euler equationwas imposed explicitlyfor the discrete model. Moreover, Hussey (1989) combined the
quadrature approach and Coleman's (1989) Eulerequation method to obtain very good approximations
to a factor-demandmodel with nonquadraticadjustment costs.

INTRODUCTION

This article describesa discrete state-spacesolution
algorithmfor the stochasticgrowthmodel set forth by
Taylor and Uhlig (1990). In previous work (Tauchen
1985a,b,1987), I used discretemethodsto approximate
a versionof Lucas'sasset-pricing
model.For that model,
discrete methods have many attractive features, the
foremostbeingcomputationalsimplicity.In the discrete
case, solution of the asset-pricingequationsreducesto
the essentially trivial task of invertinga matrix. This
task contrastssharplywith the task of findingthe exact
solutionof Lucas'smodel, whichentailssolvinga Fredholm equation of the second kind and is not at all
straightforward.
The maincomplicatingfactorof the stochasticgrowth
model is the presence of an endogenousstate variable
(the capitalstock). An endogenousstate variableis an
endogenousvariablewhose solution function depends
on the infinite past of the exogenous drivingprocess.
Because of the presence of the endogenousstate variable, the methods of my earlier articles have to be
adaptedandextendedsomewhatto workwiththisgrowth
model. In brief, the strategyadopted in this article is
to constructthe discrete state space by using a simple
equispacedgrid (in logarithms)for the capitalstock in
conjunctionwith a quadrature-basedgrid for the exogenous technology shock that drives the model. The
discretizedmodel is then solved using value-function
iterations.
The algorithm,which is coded in GAUSS and run
on a Compaq 386-25, appearsto be quite successful.
Whenappliedto a slightlydifferentversionof the problem in whichthe exact solutionis known, the algorithm
can approximatethe exact solution with four-digitaccuracyand with a computationaltime of about 40-45
minutes.
Even thoughthe algorithmapproximatesthe decision

2. THE STOCHASTICGROWTHMODEL
Since the model is set forth in detail by Taylor and
Uhlig (1990), only a briefdescriptionis given here. The
representativeagent's problemis
max E,
-j=o

Ju(ctj)

subject to

c, + k, - k,_ = f(k ,_,

,),

(1)

with k,_t and O,given. The functionalforms are
u(c) =C(1-T)

(1 - z)
f(k, 0) = Ok"'
log(0,) = p log(0t,_) +

Et,

Ipl< 1, E iid N(0,

a2).

(2)
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The Bellman equationis

where q(0, I 0t,_) is the one-step density of the contin-

v(k,_ , 0,) = max{u(f(k, _, 0,)
k

+ kt-, - k) + fE, [v(k, 0,+1)]} ,

(3)

where v(k,_ , 0,) is the optimizedvalue of the objective

function.

The case r = 0 (linearutility)proves to be useful in
calibratingthe discrete state space. As can easily be
checked,when z = 0, the Eulerequationfor this model
admitsan explicitsolutionwith log-lineardecisionrule
log(k,)= (1 - a)-1

x {log(afl/(1 - fl)) + (1/2)a2 + p log(0,)}. (4)
In this case log(k,) is normallydistributedwith unconditipnalmoments
Plk

log(k(i)) =

/lk

-

4.0Olk +

= E[log(k,)]

= (1 - a)-l{log(afl/(1
ak

uous-valuedprocess {0,}. Since the underlying(autoregressive)AR(1) model for {0,}is Gaussian,a GaussHermiterule is appropriate.
The next step is to define the discretestate space for
the capitalstock-that is, to lay out the gridcomposed
of Nl values {k(i)}. The quadraturemethod is not directlysuited for this task, becauseit worksby takinga
fixed and given law of motion and calibratinga discrete
approximation.In this problem, however, k, is an endogenous state variablewhose law motion constitutes
partof the solution.The strategyadoptedhere is to lay
out an equispacedgrid in log(k,), where the range of
the gridis determinedby the analyticalsolution(4) for
the case with linear utility. The k(i) are given by

= var[log(k,)]

- p2)(

-

a)2].

where
(5)

3. DISCRETEAPPROXIMATION
The discretestate space for the capitalstock and the
technology shock is of the form {(k(i), 0(j))}, where
i = 1, 2, . . ., N and j = 1,2,...,
N2; the determinationof the k(i) and 0(j) is describedmore fully in
Section4. Thus at any point in time the state vector of
thiseconomy(k,t , 0,) assumesone of the N1?N2values
of (k(i), 0(j)). The law of motion of the discretetechnology shock Otis the Markov chain 7r(j, j') = Pr[, =
0(UI) I Ot- = 0(j)] (1 j, j' -< N2).

The discreteanalog of the Bellman equation (3) is

v(i, j) = max{u(f(k(i), 0(j)) + k(i) - k(i'))
(j, j')v(i', j'),

Pik

-

(6)

1

lk,

1,2,..

,N1,

(7)

and alk are defined in (5). This is an equi-

spacedgridextendingfor four standarderrorson either
side of the unconditionalmean of log(k,), with the unconditionalmean and standarderrorsof log(k,) being
those of the special case z = 0 (linear utility). The
effects of using the linear-utilitymodel to set the grid
are small. In the deterministicversionof this problem,
the steady-statecapital stock does not depend on T,
indicatingthat T does not exert too strongan influence
on the location of the central part of the probability
distributionof the capitalstock.
Given {k(i)}, {0(j)}, and {7r(j,j')} calculatedin this
mannerthe decision rule i'(i, j) is computedby iterating on the value functionin the Bellmanequation.Specifically, with Vr(i,j) denoting the value function at the
rth iteration, then vr+l(i, j) is obtained by
vr+(i, j) = max{u(f(k(i),

N2

+ Bl

1

N
i=

- f)) + (1/2)uo2}

= p2/[(

8i

it

0(j)) + k(i) - k(i'))

j=l

where v(i, j) denotes the optimizedvalue of the objective functiongiven that the state of system at time t is
(k(i), 0(j)). If a unique solution to the Bellman equation exists, then it defines a decisionrule i'(i, j) giving
the optimalchoice, k(i'(i, j)) for each state (i, j), and
consumption is determined residually as c(i, j) =
f

(k(i), 0(j)) + k(i) - k(i'(i, j)).

4. IMPLEMENTATION
Given values for the five parameters,,f, r, a, p, and
a,, the calibration and solution of the discrete problem

proceedsas follows.
First, the quadraturemethod of Tauchen (1987) is
used to calibratethe Markovchain for the technology
shock.In thismethod,the discretevaluesof the Markov
chain and the transitionprobabilitiesare constructed
from a quadraturerule for integrationagainstV/(O,0),

+3

7r(j, j')r(i',

7j)

(8)

j'=1

These iterations are repeated until the condition
[max,j{|Ivr+(i, j) - Vr(i, j)|}]/min,j{ur(i, j)} < toler is

met, where toler is the relativeconvergencecriterion.
Experience suggested that using deterministicproblems, where 0, = 0(j) for all t, to compute an initial
value function vo(i,j) providedgood start values and
the convergencewas reasonablyrapid.
5. SETTINGSOF TUNINGPARAMETERSAND
ACCURACYCHECKS
The details are as follows: In each case, a 20-point
quadraturerule was used to calibratea Markov-chain
model for {0,} and hence N2 = 20 throughout.Moreover, N1 = 90 points were used to lay out the grid (7)

for the capital stock. Given that N1 = 90 and N2 = 20,
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then there are 1,800 states in total for the discretesystem. Finally,toler = .001 was used as the relativeconvergence criterion. These settings yield four-digitaccuracy.
The algorithmwas coded in Gauss1.49bfromAptech
Systems,whichemploysdouble precisionarithmetic.It
was executed on a Compaq386-25 runningMS-DOS,
version 3.3, from Compaq Corporation.The central
processingunit chip and the 80387 math coprocessor
run at 25 megahertz.Speed benchmarksfor this equipment are 5.5 million instructionsper second and .25
Linpackdouble precision million floating point operations per second (Rinko-Gay 1989). The total time
requiredto solve case 1 of Taylorand Uhlig (1990) and
to generate a simulatedrealizationof length 2,000 was
46 minutesand 8.2 seconds.
Table3 of the Taylor-Uhligarticlecontainssolutions
for this algorithmevaluatedover the 5 x 5 grid of k's
and 0's that were specifiedfor comparisonof different
solutionalgorithms.The gridsused to displayand compare solutionswere chosen independentlyof the solution methoddescribedin this articleand thus in no case
will the k(i)'s and 0(j)'s of the solution algorithmlie
exactlyon the correspondinggridfor that case. Thus a
locallylinearinterpolationschemeis usedto interpolate
a value k'(k, O) from the values k'(i, j) = k(i'(i, j))
delivered by the solution algorithm.The linear interpolation scheme appearsto work fine, except when k
or 0 is nearthe edge or outsidethe rangeof points(k(i),
0(j)) of the solution algorithm.
To assess numericalaccuracy,the precedingprocedure was applied to a slightly differentversion of the
problem (Sargent 1987, p. 36) of which the exact solution is known. This problem has u(c) = log(c) and
100%depreciation.
Table 1, whichis representativeof severalcases studied, showsthe exact and approximatedecisionrulesfor
capitalwhenthe algorithmis appliedto Sargent'smodel.
The parametersettingsare those of case 9 describedin
the Taylor-Uhligarticle, except that t is set to .99999.
The algorithmis only off by one digitor so in the fourth
decimal place. This is essentially four-digitaccuracy,
whichis the conventionalstandardfor numericalwork.
A similardegree of accuracywas obtainedfor the consumption-decisionrule.
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Table 1. Decision Rules for CapitalWhenthe AlgorithmIs
Appliedto Sargent's Model
k

0

.90

.95

.14
.16
.18
.20
.22

.1475
.1541
.1602
.1659
.1712

.1557
.1627
.1691
.1751
.1807

.14
.16
.18
.20
.22

.1475
.1540
.1602
.1660
.1713

1.00

1.05

1.10

Exact
.1639
.1712
.1780
.1843
.1902

.1720
.1798
.1869
.1935
.1997

.1802
.1884
.1958
.2028
.2092

Approximate
.1640
.1556
.1714
.1627
.1778
.1689
.1842
.1751
.1807
.1901

.1721
.1799
.1869
.1936
.1997

.1801
.1883
.1960
.2026
.2094
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